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although removing viruses is not an easy task, here are some tips to help you through the process: keep a backup of your files. run the windows system file checker (sfc) to verify the integrity of your files. if you are unsure how to open the sfc, click here. download a tool like nirsoft's chkdsk to repair any damaged or missing files. you can download this tool here.
download a tool like malwarebytes malwarebytes to remove the virus completely. restart your computer in safe mode. refer to this link for the steps on how to do this. if none of the methods above removes the virus, download a tool like adwcleaner adwcleaner to clean the virus. run a full scan using one of the free tools that are available online. the program was

submitted to virus total on august 12, 2009 and has been analyzed by 13 different anti-malware tools, which have all classified it as a trojan horse. the easiest way to remove this infection is to download this powerful anti-malware tool. if you do not want to download the tool manually, it is also possible to download the tool as a zip file and extract the contents
manually to your hard drive. further more, there is no need to bother with any potential consequences of activating the virus. the virus is completely harmless, as long as it is not executed. the only way to activate the virus is by downloading and using a crack that adds the executable to your system. to activate the virus, the user must restart the operating system

and then the virus will be activated. once activated, the virus will start to perform its malicious functions.
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your computer should now be safe once more, and you can go ahead and enjoy playing your favorite games and programs. remember that you should always follow safety instructions and remove any software that you do not trust. this includes the software that you downloaded through cracks and keys. if you are still worried about the virus, you can always
download a free antivirus software and scan the computer. this will be the best option. keep in mind that if you are currently downloading a game, you can always wait for the game to finish before you remove the keygen. we also suggest that you use only official keys for game activation. in case you are still concerned about game activation, you can always
delete the crack. if you have any queries or suggestions, you can always contact us at you might be familiar with the term ransomware, and for good reason. ransomware is a relatively new type of malware that encrypts files on your computer or network and then demands a payment in exchange for decrypting the data. unlike the classic ransomware, which

encrypts your files and then places a ransom note on your desktop or monitors your screensavers, ransomware is almost always a trojan, meaning that it spreads by attaching itself to a legitimate file, usually a game or a program that you downloaded from the internet. as you might have guessed by now, hacktool:win32/keygen is a trojan that installs itself using
the popular browserhijack. when it is installed on your system, it adds itself to the hkey_current_user registry value named winmain and by default, it sets its cmd value to this string: c:\users\public\documents\browserhijack.exe -wait -cmd "c:\users\public\documents\browserhijack.exe" "c:\users\public\documents\download\trojan.exe" -payload

c:\users\public\documents\download\browserhijack2.exe 5ec8ef588b
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